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Background
RNA–DNA hybrids serve as crucial intermediates in various cellular processes, includ-
ing transcription, DNA replication, and DNA repair [1]. Among these, R-Loops repre-
sent a distinctive nucleic acid structure, consisting of DNA–RNA hybrids intertwined 
with related non-template single-stranded DNA during transcription [1]. In mammalian 
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CircR-loop, a recently unearthed regulatory mechanism situated at the crossroads 
of circular RNA and DNA interactions, constitute a subset of R-loop. This circR-loop 
have emerged as a crucial player in pivotal regulatory functions within both animal 
and plant systems. The journey into the realm of circR-loop commenced with their 
discovery within the human mitochondrial genome, where they serve as critical 
directors of mitochondrial DNA replication. In the plant kingdom, circR-loop wield 
influence over processes such as alternative splicing and centromere organization, 
impacting the intricacies of floral development and genome stability, respectively. 
Their significance extends to the animal domain, where circR-loop has captured 
attention for their roles in cancer-related phenomena, exerting control over transcrip-
tion, chromatin architecture, and orchestrating responses to DNA damage. Moreover, 
their involvement in nuclear export anomalies further underscores their prominence 
in cellular regulation. This article summarizes the important regulatory mechanisms 
and physiological roles of circR-loop in plants and animals, and offers a comprehensive 
exploration of the methodologies employed for the identification, characterization, 
and functional analysis of circR-loop, underscoring the pressing need for innovative 
approaches that can effectively distinguish them from their linear RNA counterparts 
while elucidating their precise functions. Lastly, the article sheds light on the chal-
lenges and opportunities that lie ahead in the field of circR-loop research, emphasiz-
ing the vital importance of continued investigations to uncover their regulatory roles 
and potential applications in the realm of biology. In summary, circR-loop represents 
a captivating and novel regulatory mechanism with broad-reaching implications 
spanning the realms of genetics, epigenetics, and disease biology. Their exploration 
opens new avenues for comprehending gene regulation and holds significant promise 
for future therapeutic interventions.
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cells, approximately 5% of genomic regions give rise to R-Loops, with a prevalent pres-
ence in GC-rich sequences, CpG islands, and at transcription start and stop sites distin-
guished by GC skew [2]. R-Loops can be categorized into two types: non-pathological 
and pathological, contingent upon the context in which they form. Non-pathological 
R-Loops inherently manifest across all transcriptional processes, playing pivotal roles in 
gene expression regulation and chromatin structural modulation [2]. Conversely, patho-
logical R-Loops are comparatively rare, and their excessive accumulation can profoundly 
impede transcription, mRNA production, induce mutagenesis, and hamper gene expres-
sion, culminating in conditions like neurodegeneration and cancer [3, 4]. Consequently, 
analyzing R-Loop distribution and elucidating the mechanisms regulating gene expres-
sion are of paramount importance.

Notably, RNA transcribed by RNA Polymerases I, II, and III can all engage in R-Loop 
formation with DNA, highlighting their versatility across diverse RNA types [1]. Cir-
cularRNA (CircRNA), a subset of non-coding RNA (ncRNA), emerges from selective 
splicing of one or more gene exons, facilitated by the RNA-induced silencing complex 
(RISC) [5]. Unlike other linear ncRNAs such as miRNA and lncRNA, circRNAs possess 
a distinctive structural feature wherein their 3’ and 5’ ends are covalently joined, creat-
ing a closed circular configuration [6]. This closed circularity enhances the stability of 
circRNAs, leading to their conservation across eukaryotes, specific subcellular localiza-
tion, and diverse biological functions [7]. Increasingly, research indicates that circRNAs 
exhibit multifaceted functions, serving as transcription regulators, microRNA sponges, 
and even protein templates [8]. In a recent breakthrough, it has been discovered that 
circRNAs can also form hybrids with DNA, referred to as circR-loop, which actively 
participate in the regulation of biological processes in both animals and plants. This 
article provides an in-depth review of the mechanisms and consequences of circR-loop 
involvement in animals and plants, along with an overview of common experimental 
approaches for studying circR-loop. Furthermore, the article identifies current research 
limitations and proposes potential future research directions, offering a comprehensive 
framework and research insights for the ongoing exploration of circR-loop.

Unveiling the regulatory significance of circR‑loop: from mitochondrial 
mysteries to genome‑wide impacts in animals and plants
Discovery and characterization of circR‑loop in mitochondria

Circular RNA–DNA hybrid, known as circR-loop, were initially identified and inves-
tigated within the human mitochondrial genome. In a pioneering study conducted in 
1998 by Lee et al., it was revealed that the initiation of guide-strand mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) synthesis in vitro necessitates the actions of RNA polymerase and RNase MRP 
to generate replication primers. Remarkably, these processed RNA products exhibited 
the ability to maintain stable base pairing with the template DNA strand, subsequently 
kickstarting mtDNA replication on the closed circular plasmid [9]. This unique R-Loop 
phenomenon was found to be situated proximal to the D-loop, a highly stable mixed 
g-quadruplex structure formed by the parental DNA strand and RNA transcript. This 
interaction ultimately governs the initial rate of DNA synthesis in human mitochondria 
[10, 11].
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The role of circR‑loop in plant genetic regulation

For an extended period, RNA–DNA hybrids of this nature were treated as isolated 
instances and largely overlooked. Only in recent years have comprehensive investiga-
tions explored their regulatory roles in the realms of animals and plants. In the model 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana, R-Loops were discovered to be prevalent and influential in 
the regulation of alternative splicing (AS). Notably, circRNAs originating from SEPAL-
LATA3 (SEP3) Exon6 exhibited a pronounced affinity for their cognate DNA sites, facili-
tating circR-loop formation and amplifying the accumulation of SPE3.3 variants. This, 
in turn, enhanced the interaction between SPE3 Exon 6 circRNA and the SPE3 gene, 
establishing a positive feedback loop integral to the regulation of the development of all 
four floral organs—calyx, petals, stamens, and pistils [12]. Additionally, R-Loop mapping 
in stem-differentiating xylem (SDX) hinted at the regulatory functions of various other 
circRNAs in AS [13]. Simultaneously, circR-loop was also identified as pivotal players in 
the regulation of plant centromeres. In maize, multiple circRNAs derived from centro-
meric retrotransposons (CRMs), also known as centromeric-derived RNAs (cenRNAs), 
demonstrated the ability to bind to centromeres. This activity played a pivotal role in 
orchestrating a conducive chromatin environment during centromere evolution, regu-
lating the formation of maize centromeric chromatin loops [14].

The regulatory function of circR‑loop in animal cancer

In the context of animals, circR-loop functions have been intensely explored in the realm 
of cancer. For instance, in breast cancer (BC), the R-Loops generated by circSMARCA5 
binding to its parent locus SMARCA5 were found to induce transcriptional pausing of 
SMARCA5 exon 15. This resulted in the downregulation of SMARCA5 gene expression 
and the production and degradation of truncated non-functional proteins, heightening 
sensitivity to cytotoxic drugs [15]. More recently, circRNA-DNA interactions were iden-
tified as pervasive throughout the genome in mixed lineage leukemia (MLL). A subset of 
circR-loop actively participated in promoting transcription pausing, proteasome inhibi-
tion, chromatin reorganization, and DNA fragmentation through a newly defined mech-
anism known as endogenous RNA-directed DNA damage (ER3D). This mechanism led 
to oncogenic mutations and cancer development [16]. Moreover, a study delving into the 
regulatory mechanism of circR-loop formation revealed that the nuclear accumulation 
of circRNA triggers circR-loop formation, subsequently inducing DNA damage as part 
of disease regulation [17]. Importantly, this nuclear export anomaly exhibited significant 
associations with differential Exportin4 (XPO4) expression and high circRNA binding 
capacity, with sensitivity influenced by tissue and circRNA species [17].

Collectively, it becomes evident that circR-loop, along with other RNA–DNA hybrids 
resulting from RNA–DNA interactions, share similar spatiotemporal specificity and 
regulatory mechanisms. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the average expression lev-
els of circRNAs in peripheral blood surpass those of their host linear genes [15], and 
the hybridization efficiency of circRNAs with homologous DNA is substantially higher 
compared to linear RNAs [16]. This underscores the potential for a more extensive and 
potent regulatory role of circR-loop, thus warranting further exploration and in-depth 
investigation.
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Exploring the world of circR‑loop: identification, characterization, 
and functional insights
Identification and verification of circR‑loop

As a relatively novel regulatory structure, the identification and verification system 
for circR-loop is still evolving. Currently, researchers often stumble upon circR-loop 
and their regulatory functions while delving into the mechanisms of circRNA. For 
instance, by investigating whether circSMARCA5 could halt SMARCA5 transcrip-
tion elongation, researchers uncovered the genome-level regulatory role of circR-loop 
[15].

The primary prerequisite for identifying circR-loop is the ability to distinguish cir-
cRNA from linear RNA. Key enzymes in this process include RNase H and RNase R. 
CircRNA is typically sensitive to RNase H treatment but resistant to RNase R treatment. 
Consequently, employing RNase R to initiate decay on the single-stranded 3’ dangling 
strand can effectively degrade most linear RNA, thereby purifying and enriching cir-
cRNA. Further, researchers frequently employ short-read sequencing (such as Sanger 
or Illumina sequencing) on RNA libraries post-rRNA removal and RNase R treatment. 
Alternatively, long-read sequencing methods like PacBio and Nanopore may be used. 
Moreover, experiments involving RNase R resistance, RT-PCR, northern blotting, and 
other techniques serve to validate circRNA. To gain a comprehensive understanding of 
circRNA, it’s essential to characterize aspects such as expression levels, length distribu-
tion, GC content, and ΔG distribution. It’s worth noting that nuclear abundance does 
not always reflect R-loop functionality [17].

In subsequent steps, researchers often combine techniques like ChIP and RIP with 
the sequencing methods mentioned above to capture interactions between circRNA 
and DNA. DNA:RNA hybrid immunoprecipitation and sequencing (DRIP-seq) repre-
sent a groundbreaking approach for R-loop identification. S9.6 is a monoclonal antibody 
derived from mice through immunization with phage φX174. It exhibits high affinity and 
specificity for binding to RNA:DNA hybrids [18]. DRIP-seq utilizes the S9.6 antibody, 
which selectively recognizes RNA:DNA hybrid strands, to enrich DNA strands contain-
ing the R-loop structure. Subsequently, R-loop analysis is conducted through sequenc-
ing [19]. Therefore, in the identification of circR-loops, DRIP-seq is typically combined 
with circRNA sequencing (circRNA-seq) to assess the overlap of circRNA homologous 
sites and to initially screen potential circR-loops [19].Typically, DRIP-seq is combined 
with circRNA sequencing (circRNA-seq) to assess overlap at circRNA homologous sites 
and preliminarily screen for potential circR-loop. By utilizing the structure-specific S9.6 
monoclonal antibody, researchers can capture genome-wide R-loop structures along 
chromosomes via DRIP-seq and quantitatively evaluate hybridization intensity through 
techniques like dot-blotting and qPCR [20].

Subsequently, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) enables visualization and cel-
lular localization. However, traditional FISH faces challenges such as unstable signal 
quality, limiting its application [21]. Three-dimensional RNA–DNA fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (3D RNA/DNA-FISH), employing different probes targeting DNA and 
RNA, allows for optimization of hybridization conditions. It enables multi-color fluo-
rescent labeling, offering a more intuitive and clear method to confirm the formation 
of circR-loops [22]. Furthermore, the integration of circular chromosome conformation 
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capture (4C-seq) with 3D-FISH aids in elucidating the relationship between chromatin 
interactions and biological processes [16, 23, 24].

Exploration of circR‑loop expression and function

Finally, by integrating circRNA and R-loop characteristics, researchers employ cor-
responding experiments to explore differential expression and biological functions of 
circR-loop. R-loops have long been associated with regulating AS, promoting transcrip-
tion pausing, and causing double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs) [25]. Similar functions may 
apply to circR-loop. To investigate their potential to regulate AS, researchers design spe-
cific primers and utilize RT-PCR. Assessment of RNAPII occupancy aids in exploring 
circR-loop involvement in transcriptional pausing. The ability of circR-loop to induce 
specific DSBs at their homologous loci is evaluated using comet assays. For downstream 
regulatory mechanisms, enrichment analysis following circRNA gene overexpression 
or knockdown serves as an initial functional assessment. To investigate their biomarker 
potential, researchers often employ serum samples in conjunction with Real-time PCR 
and Northern blotting for validation. To understand their in  vivo and in  vitro effects, 
Loss of Function and Gain of Function experiments are conducted using appropriate 
models to verify the functions of candidate circR-loop.

In conclusion, current research methods for circR-loop closely resemble those for 
traditional R-loops, emphasizing the interconnectedness of structure and function. 
The unique RNA structure of circR-loop may confer distinct regulatory functions and 
strengths compared to other types of R-loops. Future research should focus on eluci-
dating circR-loops’ functions and developing specific characterization methods, par-
ticularly to differentiate their action times and intensities from traditional linear RNA. 
Simultaneously, advancing more efficient and accurate technical approaches, such as 
utilizing enhanced probes for improved spatial resolution, holds significant importance 
in driving research advancements in the circRNA field. Additionally, investigating how 
circRNA functions through circR-loop requires innovative conceptual approaches and 
experimental methods.

Unveiling the enigma of circR‑loop: challenges and opportunities in the study 
of a novel regulatory mechanism
Identification and characterization of circR‑loop

As a universal and extensively studied regulatory mechanism, the structure and func-
tion of R-loops have been thoroughly explored. However, the discovery of circR-loop, 
formed through interactions between circRNA and DNA, is a relatively recent devel-
opment, with only a limited number of dedicated studies to date [13, 16]. This scarcity 
of research may be attributed to the challenges in identifying and distinguishing circR-
loop. While circRNA was observed as early as 1979, its unique structure made it chal-
lenging to identify, often leading to confusion with linear RNA or outright dismissal as 
an aberrant sequence. It wasn’t until 2013, with advancements in sequencing technology, 
that circRNA gained recognition and widespread study [26, 27]. Currently, research on 
circR-loop faces similar obstacles, as distinguishing circR-loop from other R-loops pri-
marily relies on RNase H and RNase R processing or the speculative overlap of genomic 
sites. Novel methods for isolating, purifying, amplifying, and stabilizing circR-loop 
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have yet to emerge, and standardized identification and classification criteria remain 
underdeveloped.

It is heartening to witness the development of breakthrough characterization tech-
nologies, which often offer superior genome coverage and enhanced detection accu-
racy compared to traditional methods. A notable example is the recent development 
of Cross-linked Poly(A) Pulldown RNase R sequencing (CLiPPR-seq) technology by 
Amaresh C. Panda and colleagues. This innovative approach employs 4′-aminometh-
yltrioxsalen hydrochloride (AMT)-mediated RNA-RNA double-stranded cross-linking 
treatment for enriching circular RNA and subsequent deep sequencing. By applying 
CLiPPR-seq, hundreds of circRNAs interacting with mRNA were identified across three 
different intact cell types, including βTC6, C2C12, and HeLa [28]. The continued refine-
ment of this pioneering technique holds promise for uncovering unexplored circR-loops 
that potentially regulate gene expression.

The progression of sequencing technology is pivotal for high-throughput screening 
and identification of circR-loop, and future research must establish classification stand-
ards and innovative detection techniques to facilitate comprehensive mapping, laying 
the groundwork for subsequent investigations. Additionally, a more practical avenue for 
improvement involves integrating existing technologies and designing approaches based 
on specific sites or structures involved in the biological processes of R-loop formation 
and resolution. This approach would target genomic single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) 
exposure using techniques such as KAS-seq, CUT&TAG, and others, which would be 
combined and enhanced with circRNA characterization technology. This especially 
includes long-read sequencing detection based on third-generation sequencing technol-
ogy, allowing for precise localization of circR-loop structures.

Establishing a standardized nomenclature for circR‑loop

Standardization of the naming of newly discovered structures is crucial for promoting 
academic exchange and cooperation. However, due to limited research, there is currently 
a lack of unified nomenclature and classification standards for the R-loops formed by 
this type of circRNA, further complicating its definition and classification. Therefore, we 
propose the use of "circR-loop" as a unified name for this special structure. The prefix 
"circ" signifies that the RNA molecule involved is circRNA with a covalently closed cir-
cular structure, imparting unique stability and functional properties compared to linear 
RNA. The "R-loop" section emphasizes the distinctive hybrid structure formed between 
the RNA part and DNA, a phenomenon well-studied and confirmed previously [29, 30].

The origin, production and degradation mechanism of circR‑loop

Meanwhile, critical biological properties such as the origins and mechanisms of action 
of circR-loop remain largely uncharted territory. While the formation mechanism and 
influencing factors of circR-loop are assumed to parallel those of traditional R-loops, 
specific mechanisms have yet to be uncovered and elucidated. Notably, while circR-
loop structure has been explored in the mitochondrial genome, its structure within 
the nucleus remains unexplored. Given its status as an RNA–DNA interaction, the 
nuclear structure of circR-loop may possess broader relevance. Understanding the ori-
gin and structure of circR-loop is crucial, as it can shed light on the specificity of their 
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regulatory functions both within and between species, warranting in-depth exploration 
as a priority.

As a type of ncRNA, circR-loops are theoretically formed by the hybridization between 
circRNA and distant DNA strands through trans interaction [1]. However, the specific 
formation process and mechanism of circR-loops are still not fully characterized. Future 
research can focus on the unique spatial structure of circRNA and R-loops, exploring 
the characteristic local chromatin 3D conformation and sequences (such as Alu and its 
derivatives) before circR-loop formation. This investigation will shed light on the novel 
mechanism underlying the formation of this specialized R-loop structure [31–33].

Moreover, the stabilization and degradation processes following circR-loop formation 
are also of great interest. Due to its covalently closed-loop structure, circRNA is typi-
cally more stable than linear RNA, resisting degradation by RNases and clearance by the 
body’s natural immunity [34]. Various factors, including endonuclease activity, structural 
changes, and chemical substances, participate in circRNA degradation [35]. Conversely, 
the stability of R-loops is known to be influenced by factors such as transcription, GC 
content, and the presence of G-quadruplex structures [36–38]. Additionally, RNA bind-
ing and chromatin modification factors, along with helicases/translocases, topoisomer-
ases, and replication/repair factors, collaborate to either form or eliminate R-loops [39, 
40]. Given that nuclear accumulation of circRNAs can promote the formation of delete-
rious R-loops [17], further exploration of the degradation mechanism of circR-loops and 
associated components using advanced characterization technologies, such as microflu-
idics and sequencing, is essential. Understanding these mechanisms is crucial for devel-
oping related technologies to maintain cellular homeostasis and facilitate the biological 
functions of circR-loops [35].

CircR‑loop’s unique and complex regulatory functions

Currently, the regulatory mechanism of circR-loop remains inadequately studied. Pre-
vious research has shown that regulatory R-loops play a crucial role in maintaining 
genome stability by modulating transcription activity, replication, recombination, cen-
tromere function, and DNA editing [29]. Additionally, circRNAs have been identified as 
regulators of gene expression through mechanisms such as miRNA or protein sponge 
adsorption and interaction with synthetic peptides [34]. Importantly, circRNAs can 
independently regulate genome stability or collaborate with other proteins in this pro-
cess [34]. Consequently, it is anticipated that future research will focus on elucidating 
the role of circR-loop in regulating genome stability. Furthermore, given the widespread 
distribution of circRNAs and R-loops, it is likely that circR-loops are involved in regulat-
ing downstream gene expression through diverse mechanisms. Additionally, owing to 
the exceptional stability of circRNA, its regulatory mechanisms and capabilities likely 
diverge from those of other R-loops, necessitating further profound inquiry. While the 
intrinsic regulatory function of R-loops operates at the epigenetic level, the regulatory 
mechanisms of circR-loop, although conceptually akin, may entail unique attributes. 
Future research should initially develop methods tailored to the structure and charac-
teristics of circR-loop based on existing experiments, thereby distinguishing the specific 
regulatory functions of circR-loop. Furthermore, when investigating circRNA function, 
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circR-loop should be considered as a potential regulatory mechanism, extending beyond 
the study of ceRNA mechanisms.

The potential role of circR‑loop in human disease

The potential impact of R-loops and circR-loops in human diseases cannot be underes-
timated. Dysregulated dynamics of R-loops formed by multiple linear RNAs have been 
implicated in DNA damage and genome instability, closely associated with diseases 
like cancer and autoimmune disorders [37]. In cancer, R-loop accumulation, influenced 
by various factors, drives DNA damage and replication stress [41, 42]. In autoimmune 
conditions such as Aicardi-Goutières syndrome (AGS), R-loops may contribute to dis-
ease pathogenesis by altering gene expression or reactivating retromers [43]. circRNAs 
have been implicated in the regulation of diverse diseases, including cancer, cardiovas-
cular, neurological, and infectious diseases [8]. Although the regulatory role of circR-
loops has been predominantly studied in cancer, with less exploration in other diseases, 
a recent study demonstrated that circLrch3 forms a circR-loop by binding to specific 
DNA sequences within the promoter of its host gene Lrch3. This promotes chromatin 
activation and DNA demethylation, enhancing Lrch3 transcriptional activity and leading 
to apoptosis of pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells [44]. Given the broad regulatory 
potential of circR-loop components in human diseases, further exploration across vari-
ous disease types and sample cohorts is warranted to expand our understanding of the 
functional landscape of circRNA.

The potential of circR‑loop in clinical translational research

The distinctive expression profile of circRNA presents significant potential as biomark-
ers, therapeutic agents, and drug targets. As a subtype of circRNA, circR-loop possesses 
a distinct spatial and sequence structure, offering broad clinical applications. However, 
clinical translation research on circR-loop remains nascent. Future exploration should 
focus on elucidating circR-loop subtypes, verifying structural conservation, species 
specificity, and half-life. Moreover, developing risk assessment models based on circR-
loop for various diseases and validating its efficacy and stability as an emerging bio-
marker through large-scale clinical trials is imperative [5].

In terms of therapeutics, circRNA exhibits high stability, unique folding, and low 
immunogenicity, sparking interest in circRNA-based treatments. Novel RNA aptam-
ers and protein translation vectors have shown promise in both in  vivo and in  vitro 
settings. These therapeutic modalities may artificially modulate circR-loop to regulate 
gene expression, thereby influencing cellular behavior [8, 45]. By targeting specific bind-
ing sites presented by circR-loop, these therapies may regulate the structural stability of 
circR-loop, akin to competitive endogenous RNA (ceRNA) mechanisms. This potential 
underscores the transformation of circRNAs into effective tumor treatments. However, 
circRNA-based aptamer therapy remains conceptual, facing challenges in molecular 
optimization design and mechanistic elucidation (46).

With ongoing advancements in basic circR-loop research, the scope of research meth-
ods continues to expand and optimize. Simultaneously, platforms for in vitro transcrip-
tion, cyclization, and delivery systems are maturing, auguring clearer prospects for the 
clinical medical transformation of circR-loop.
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Conclusions
CircR-loop, as a novel regulatory mechanism stemming from the interplay between cir-
cRNA and DNA, may wield far-reaching regulatory roles in animals and plants (Fig. 1). 
In-depth exploration of their origin, structure, and mechanism is imperative, potentially 
offering insights into unresolved biological phenomena and establishing a foundation for 
targeted intervention methods in the future.

Abbreviations
4C-seq  Circular chromosome conformation capture sequencing 
AMT  4′-Aminomethyltrioxsalen hydrochloride
AS  Alternative splicing
BC  Breast cancer
cenRNAs  Centromeric-derived RNAs
circRNA  CircularRNA
circRNA-seq  CircRNA sequencing
CLiPPR-seq  Cross-linked Poly(A) Pulldown RNase R sequencing
CRMs  Centromeric retrotransposons
DRIP-seq  DNA:RNA hybrid immunoprecipitation and sequencing

Fig. 1 Decoding circR-loop: from transcription regulation to organ development and cancer progression. 
CircRNAs, transcribed from DNA, can engage with the sequence of their parent genes during RNA:DNA 
interactions, forming circR-loop when the transcription bubble of the parent gene is formed. Distinguishing 
circRNAs from linear genes typically involves a combination of enzymatic treatment and sequencing 
methods. Meanwhile, the characterization of circR-loop is predominantly conducted through DRIP 
technology and FISH coupled with RIP sequencing. circR-loop plays pivotal roles in inhibiting transcription, 
regulating alternative splicing, mediating chromatin reorganization, and DNA damage, as verified through 
corresponding phenotypic experiments. Presently, circR-loop has been predominantly identified in plants, 
where they mediate organ development. In animals, they are primarily implicated in the regulation of 
cancer progression. These effects are often validated through gain- and loss-of-function experiments, 
providing valuable insights into their functional significance. CircRNAs, circularRNAs; DRIP, DNA:RNA hybrid 
immunoprecipitation; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; RIP, RNA binding protein immunoprecipitation
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DSBs  Double-strand DNA breaks
ER3D  Endogenous RNA-directed DNA damage
FISH  Fluorescence in situ hybridization
MLL  Mixed lineage leukemia
mtDNA  Mitochondrial DNA
ncRNA  Non-coding RNA
RISC  RNA-induced silencing complex
SDX  Stem-differentiating xylem
SEP3  SEPALLATA3
ssDNA  Single-stranded DNA
XPO4  Exportin4
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